Commit to Clean Fitness
Make cleaning a top priority.

ProTeam vacuums clean around obstacles and occupants to create an appealing gym environment and maximize member satisfaction.
A clean club is essential to member satisfaction and retention. An IHRSA report found that 90% of members were more likely to renew their membership if their club maintained high standards of cleanliness.

*Source: Survey of International Health, Racquet and Sports Club Association Members, 2018

Take Vacuuming Seriously

- Purchase vacuums that remove contaminants without releasing fine particulates back into the air, and that have the flexibility to clean around occupants with minimal disruption.

- Establish an effective cleaning program and ensure tasks are completed with work logs—and train employees on proper vacuum use.

- Maintain the effectiveness of vacuums and save money on repairs by frequently cleaning and regularly replacing vacuum filters.

- Choose a quality vacuum that effectively traps microscopic particles that ride on dirt and dust, like bacteria, pollen and decaying organic matter.

*Source: IHRSA’s Guide to Health Club Cleanliness
The Right Tool for the Right Job

In 2017, U.S. fitness centers had total membership of **60.8 M**


“Gyms and health clubs require a rugged, tough, durable vacuum. Many of the clubs we service are open 24 hours, so there are thousands of people in there at any given moment. Workout equipment is constantly manufacturing dust and collecting hair, so a vacuum is used up to five or six hours a day.

The first brand of backpacks we tried burned out quickly—with weak suction, clogged bags, and frequent breakdowns. So we switched to ProTeam. We now clean over 300 health clubs in the US and Canada, and rely on ProTeam backpacks exclusively. The original (ProTeam) vacuums we purchased over two years ago are still in daily operation. I would recommend ProTeam to anyone who wants good, solid, reliable equipment.”

– Robert Natale, Capital Cleaning Contractors, Inc.
Champions Health & Fitness Keeps Going Strong with ProTeam

Greg Lassiter has owned Champions Health & Fitness for 35 years, but one of his most important insights into the fitness business isn’t about weights, treadmills, or other exercise equipment.

“One of the most important pieces of equipment you have in a gym is the vacuum cleaner,” says Lassiter. “In a health club, cleaning is everything. The first thing you notice is whether the club is clean.”

“We’re a very busy facility, open 24 hours,” he observes. “On a good day, nearly 800 members will check in. One of our main challenges is being able to clean while people are here.” This is one reason Lassiter chose to use a GoFree® Flex Pro cordless backpack vacuum. “It allows us to clean around customers without distracting them from their workouts,” says Lassiter. “The cordless system lets us move freely though the facility and get into tight places. Plus, it’s quiet.”

STAYING MOTIVATED

Lassiter prides himself on the personalized attention he gives his club members. He and his staff know members by name and form genuine relationships. “I never talk about being the owner of this place. The customers own this business,” he asserts. “My passion comes from seeing lives change – not just through working out. Health is mental, too. We want people to enjoy the journey.”

Lassiter’s GoFree Flex Pro helps give his club members that enjoyable fitness journey, and clearly shows how much he values their patronage. “The members are impressed that we use this technology. It lets them know that we’re willing to spend money to keep the place hygienic and spotless,” he says. “You’ve got to keep it clean. A clean gym is more motivating to people working out.”

Maximize Cleaning Potential

1. Easy-to-reach tools are always at hand for hard-to-reach areas in & around places like weight machines.
2. 50’ extension cord boosts productivity around equipment or cordless option to go anywhere.
3. Versatile cleaning options for high dusting & equipment dusting on machines - all in one tool.